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The year was 1922, and the night was starting off like all the others. The crowded sidewalks hustled with 
finely dressed evening folk donning stranded pearls and silk pocket squares elbow to elbow, mixed with 
the occasional lingering man of the working class hurrying home to change.  

Sam's Club, one of the lesser known but nonetheless beloved Jazz venues of its geological 
position, sat cleverly nestled like a gem on the strand of New York City pavement and glowed for half a 
block in either direction. Its architecture was all but simple, and the front of the building sported swell 
white doors propped open by doormen with pillars on either side, framing the entrance. Tonight was a 
good night for any music lover as signs read in large, bold letters some of the names of the time's most 
adored Jazz birds. The largest of the signs read Sam's Club and boasted an enticing $1.25 DINNER! 

Blaring lights winked and waved at passersby, calling them out of the languid late August dusk 
and into the night life of dreams and smoke. The night was indeed quite alive in the City that never slept, 
excitement swelling within the Club's vibrating walls; inside, the seven-piece Jazz band was setting the air 
on fire, pumping the blood of the dancers with a new pulse of brass and piano. Jazz standards everyone 
knew were making bodies gaily throw themselves from one end of the dance floor to the other.  

The Club itself was a bit more modest than most on the inside, with competitively low cover 
charges and a color scheme slightly less elegant. The cafe bar sat in back, serving chatting customers who 
either came as friends or would leave as friends. On the opposite side of the club was the band on stage, 
and the dance floor sat in-between.  

In the midst of brassy trumpets and the backing beat of a piano, the unexpected voice of a breathy 
saxophone shone through the syncopation; it rushed into a crescendo and finally landed on a 'sweet spot' 
note which clung to the cloud of perfume over the crowd and lingered there. Romanticized, ethereal trills 
suddenly broke with a scream into a lively, humming melody; the sax had replaced the growly-voiced 
lead singer, who took a step back from the mic to observe with a smile. The rest of the band seemed to 
follow suit, dropping back in intensity. Behind the leading instrument -- or perhaps a part of the 
instrument itself -- swayed a comely-looking young man in his mid-twenties. His large, handsome blue 
eyes were squeezed tight, expressive brows lifting with the high notes. Similar to most of the gentlemen 
of the crowd, he was vested and had his dark chestnut hair slicked back. A particolored feathered fedora 
was perched atop his head, tipped at a daring angle. It was a very good hint at his personality, which also 
showed itself by the vigor in which his instrument sang. Sweat collected on the sax player’s brow and 
glistened in the glow from stage lights fastened above. 

A few voices from the crowd -- very likely those who knew him -- caterwauled and teased. He 
was having a passionate affair with that instrument right on the stage, in front of so many witnesses! But 
no affair had been as inspiring. This was impassioned, insatiable, and visionary. 

The saxophone solo lasted only a few measures before once again, it faded into the background 
and resumed its task of highlighting the other components. When he finished the enthused solo, the 
musician didn’t seem to have to catch his breath.  

Between songs, the saxophonist shot a grin to the fella next to him and commented about how 
much he liked the last number. Having done his part for the time being, he turned to the back of the stage 



and carefully removed the strap around his neck, set his meticulously polish instrument into a padded case 
for it to rest while he sat this song out, then dismounted the stage to do some easy mingling in the 
meanwhile.  

If the purplish fedora didn’t capture attention, then certainly the rest of his attire -- a plainer 
looking grey suit pants and vest, dressed down by the fact his collared shirt was rolled quarter way up his 
arms -- earned him no extra attention. But his eyes, loftily scanning the crowd for his next fit of passion 
for the evening, caught and held the gazes of plenty before he passed them by on his way to the cafe bar.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


